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Introduction: NWA
A 6950 is a gab
bbroic lunar meteorite colllected from the
t Northwest African deseert
allegedly in
i Mali near the
t border with
h Algeria. Th
he
meteorite is
i a single yelllow-green ston
ne with a partiial
fusion crusst and, along with
w 7 other frragments that fit
f
together in
nto a single pieece, weights a total of 1649 g.
Small vein
ns of black shocck-induced meelt can be seen in
the interiorr of the meteo
orite. The bulk
k composition of
o
NWA 6950 suggests it is
i closely relatted to the NW
WA
773 clan of
o meteorites, a group of pairred and/or petro
ographically
y related stonees which inclu
udes: NWA 773,
NWA 270
00, NWA 272
27, NWA 297
77, NWA 316
60,
NWA 3333, and Anouall [1-3]. New U-Pb
U
and 207Pb
b206
Pb ages of baddeleyitee in NWA 6950
0 confirm petro
ogenetic link
kages with oliv
vine gabbro in NWA 2977.
Analyttical Methods: For instrumeental neutron aca
tivation an
nalysis, we anaalyzed 6 subsaamples of 18–2
25
mg in masss [4].
In Situ dating of badd
deleyite was co
onducted by LA
AICPMS at the Universitty of Houston using a Variaan
810 quadru
upole mass speectrometer coup
pled with a Pho
otonMachin
nes Analyte.193 excimer laser ablation sy
ystem. The laser
l
ablation was performed
d using a 12μ
μm
dia. laser spot
s
size with a 6Hz repetitio
on rate over 20
0s
and a fluen
nce of 3 J/cm2. The Phalabo
orwa baddeleyiite
standard (2
2059.2 Ma[5]) was used as th
he external callibration stan
ndard and badd
deleyite in FC5
5z (1099 Ma[6
6])
as the in
nternal standarrd. Data redu
uction followeed
methods ou
utlined in [7].
Petrog
graphy and Mineral
M
Chemiistry: The gab
bbro is relatively coarse grained
g
with a cumulate ign
neous texturre. The major phases are cumulate olivin
ne
(Fa31.9-32.7, Fe/Mn=85-97
7), low-Ca pyroxene (Fs277.155), pigeonite (Fs25.6Wo9.2-11.1,
28.1Wo4.8-4.5
5, Fe/Mn=47-5
Fe/Mn=47-52), and su
ubcalcic augitte (Fs13.9Wo366.9,
Fe/Mn=41), with interstiitial calcic plag
gioclase (An877.9) Accessory minerals aree ilmenite, TiT
93.0Or1.1-0.9).
chromite, armalcolite,
a
tro
oilite, baddeley
yite, taenite an
nd
merrillite with
w rare zircon
nolite and K-feeldspar.
U-Pb and
a
Pb-Pb reesults: A totaal of 7 analysees
were perfo
ormed on four baddeleyite grrains from a sin
ngle section
n of NWA 695
50 (Fig. 1). Most
M
baddeleyiite
grains werre <50 μm in th
he longest dim
mension. The fo
ollowing 207PbP 206Pb ages were obtained
d: Baddeleyite A
yielded ag
ges of 3100±4
45 Ma and 3138±45 Ma (A
All
uncertaintiies are presenteed at the 2σ lev
vel). Baddeleyiite

Figure 1: BSE image off NWA 6950. Yeellow circles indiccate the
n of baddeleyite ggrains. Scale bar iis 2 mm.
location

B yieldded an age of 3098±38Ma. B
Baddeleyite C yielded agees of 3076±44M
Ma, 3109±42 M
Ma and 3090±443 Ma.
Baddeeleyite E yieldeed an age of 33088±43 Ma. B
Baddeleyite D was too sm
mall to analyze. The weightedd average agge (Fig 2.) of thhese 7 analysees is 3100±16 M
Ma. A
U-Pb cconcordia age (Fig. 3) was aalso obtained w
with an
upper intercept age of 3110±22 M
Ma. The norm
mal and
reversee discordance and modern loower intercept iin Fig.
3 refleects residual innstrumental fraactionation of U and
Pb afteer correction tto internal stanndards. Durinng LAICPMS
S analysis, thhe instrumentall fractionationn of U
and Pbb is found to bee significantly greater in badddeleyite thann zircon but

Figure 2: Weighted-average plot constru
ucted using Isopllot v.3.5
ddeleyite grains. D
Decay constants oof [11].
of 7 anaalyses from 4 bad
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clan (e.g., Fig. 4). It could be possible that the gabbro
in NWA 773 formed later, but by similar processes and
source regions. Future isotope tracer studies will further test petrogenetic connections between samples.
Conclusions: The chronological and petrologic data for olivine gabbro in NWA 6950 and NWA 2977 are
identical and confirm that they were likely petrogenetically related. The genetic relationship between olivine gabbro in NWA 6950 with olivine gabbro in other
stones in the NWA 773 clan is likely, but further geochronologic and isotopic work is required to confirm
this.

Figure 3: Concordia plot constructed using Isoplot v.3.5 of 7
baddeleyite analyses. The upper-intercept age of 3100±22 Ma
(2σ) represents the crystallization age. The lower intercept at
zero is a function of instrumental fractionation of U and Pb
during LA-ICPMS analysis. Decay constants of [11].

fractionation of 207Pb/206Pb ratios is similarly very
small. Importantly, the discordance is not a result of
complex U-Pb isotope systematics in the baddeleyite
and given that both the Pb-Pb and U-Pb ages are identical within uncertainty, we interpret these ages as reflecting the primary crystallization.
Bulk composition: NWA 6950 is indistinguishable
in composition from other samples of the olivine gabbro cumulate lithology in NWA 773, NWA 2977, and
NWA 3333 ([8], Fig. 4). The NWA 773 clan of meteorites is distinct in being rich in Co and poor in Na
compared to other mafic lunar meteorites (Fig. 4) and
mare basalts from the Apollo missions [9].
Discussion: The 207Pb-206Pb age of 3100±16 Ma
and 206Pb/238U age of 3110±22 Ma are identical within
error to a 207Pb-206Pb baddeleyite age of 3116±7 Ma
[10] (data of [10] is recalculated with the U decay constants of [11]) and a Sm-Nd age of 3100±50 Ma [12]
from NWA 2977. The U-Pb, Pb-Pb and Sm-Nd ages
are 300-400 Ma older than the 2.7-2.8 Ga Ar-Ar ages
found in NWA 773/2977/3160 [13,14]. The weighted
average of U-Pb and Sm-Nd age data from NWA
2977 and 6950 is 3113±6 Ma and this age is the best
estimate for the crystallization age of the olivine gabbro lithology in these meteorites. This age is among
the youngest measured for lunar igneous rocks.
The 3113±6 Ma age of olivine gabbro in NWA
2977 and 6950 is ~100 Ma older than the 2993 ± 32
Ma Sm-Nd age for the olivine gabbro in NWA 773
[16] which is thought to be petrogenetically related to
olivine gabbro in NWA 6950 and 2977. The age discrepancy is problematic given the chemical and petrographic similarities for olivine gabbro in the NWA 773

Figure 4: NWA 6950 lies in the field of other samples of the olivine gabbro cumulate among the NWA 773 clan of stones [15].
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